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ABSTRACT
This study deals with CFD-based optimization of Double
Flow Control Devices (DFCDs); a patented technology for
enhancing film effectiveness using Taguchi method as a robust
optimizing technique. This study adopts offset of the devices
with respect to the centerline of the hole, which may happen in
the manufacturing process, as a noise factor in the optimizing
process. The aim of this study is to explore a possibility of
DFCDs to improve the cooling performance of a sophisticated
fan-shaped cooling hole called 7-7-7 shaped hole developed by
Penn State University [9]. Aerodynamic and thermal
performances of the optimized DFCD model were evaluated
through the detailed experiments using IR camera and
temperature rake.

into the turbine metal effectively. Accordingly, many relevant
studies related to film cooling have been made for several
decades to improve the film effectiveness of cooling holes.
From various points of view such as cooling performance,
manufacturability, cost or sensitivity, Bunker [1] made a
thorough evaluation of a number of major methods for the
enhancement of film effectiveness, for example various
derivatives of fan shaped cooling hole, cratered hole, trench
hole and multi-hole. Bunker concluded that rather a simple
diffuser- or fan-shaped hole still excels most of the newly
proposed methods in terms of manufacturability and
robustness.
Apart from the methods examined Bunker, Funazaki et al.
[6] have proposed new methods to achieve considerable
improvement of film effectiveness, which employed protrusiontype devices so called Double Flow Control Devices (DFCDs)
installed upstream of cooling holes. There are some similar
approaches with DFCDs, using protrusion-type objects on the
surface (Na et al. [2], Barigozzi et al. [3-4], Sakai et al. [5]),
however the concept of DFCD is quite different from those of
the precedents. The key point for higher film effectiveness is to
control a Counter Rotating Vortex Pair (CRVP), which is
created by the ejection of cooling air and responsible for lift-off
of the cooling air, causing deterioration of the cooling
performance. DFCDs are accordingly expected to generate
longitudinal vortices that can counteract CRVP so effectively
that even a round hole with DFCDs shows a better cooling
performance, hopefully comparable to that of a fan-shaped
hole. Funazaki et al. [6] have found from their detailed
experimental investigations that the proposed DFCDs

INTRODUCTION
Turbine inlet temperature (TIT) of gas turbines is steadily
increasing in response to strong demand for higher thermal
efficiency as well as larger output of power systems using gas
turbine as a core component. Although turbine cooling
technologies have already made a major contribution to the
realization of higher TIT, further advancement of the cooling
technologies is still required for the development of more
efficient and low fuel-burn gas turbines.
Among several turbine cooling methods excluding thermal
barrier coating (TBC), film cooling can be ranked as the most
promising one because of the fact that the cooling air covers the
turbine vane/blade surface so that it can prevent direct contact
of the hot gas to the turbine surface, reducing the net heat flux
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OPTIMIZATION METHOD
Control Factors of DFCDs
Figure 1 shows DFCDs and the control factors that
determine the shape and configuration of DFCDs using the
functions of CAD software. DFCDs consisted of two
protrusions with hemispheroid-like shape with some inclination
angle to the main flow. Each of the control factors can be listed
as follows,
l
Fillet radius (called Fillet in this study)
l
Device lengths measured from the device reference
position to its leading edge and trailing edge along its
longitudinal axis (Length 1 and Length 2)
l
Maximum height of the device (Height)
l
Width of the device (Width 1 and Width 2)
l
Angle of the device centerline to the cooling hole
centerline (Angle)
l
Distance between the devices (Distance 2)

successfully increased the film effectiveness not only of
conventional round but also fan-shaped cooling holes.
Kawabata et al. [7] also tried to optimize DFCDs using Taguchi
method based on RANS simulation. Recently, Kawabata et al.
[8] executed the linear turbine cascade test in which film
effectiveness distributions over air-cooled turbine vanes with
and without DFCDs installed test vanes were measured using
IR cameras. It has been confirmed from this study that
considerable improvement of film effectiveness over an actual
turbine vane can be achieved by installing properly designed
DFCDs onto the turbine vane surface.
In this study, following a similar procedure with that of
Kawabata et al. [7], the present authors carried out the
optimization of DFCD placed upstream of cooling holes with a
very sophisticated hole exit geometry called 7-7-7 shaped hole
developed by Penn State University [9] on a flat plate. CFDbased Taguchi method was used in the device optimization.
Aerodynamic and thermal performances of the optimized
DFCD model were evaluated through the detailed experiments
using IR camera and temperature rake.

Note that the distance between the devices and the hole
center designated O in Figure 1 (Distance 1) was fixed to be
1.0d in this study, where the hole center on the test model
surface determined as the intersection of the hole centreline
with the model surface was the origin of the coordinates.

NOMENCLATURE
c
: specific heat of test model
d
: hole diameter (=20[mm])
h
: heat transfer coefficient
L
: hole length
: hole pitch
p
: main flow Reynolds number based on hole diameter
Re
t
: time
T
: temperature
u
: flow velocity
x,y,z : coordinates
α
: hole inclination angle
η, ηi
: film effectiveness, averaged film effectiveness
: density of test model
ρ
: thermal conductivity of the test model
λ
Subscript
2
: coolant
∞
: main flow
ad
: adiabatic wall
i
: case index
offset : offset condition
standard : non-offset condition
w
: wall
Acronym
BR
: blowing ratio ( ρ2u 2 ρ∞u∞ )
CRVP : counter-rotating vortex pair
DFCD : double flow control device
DR
: density ration ( ρ2 ρ∞ )

7-7-7 Shaped Hole
The cooling hole dealt with in this study was 7-7-7 shaped
hole developed by Penn State University [9]. Figure 2 shows a
schematic of public shaped hole and 7-7-7 shaped hole was
created by employing α =30 deg, L/d=6, while p/d=6 in this
study to avoid any interference with adjacent flow control
devices.
Outline of Taguchi Method
Likewise in the study of Kawabata et al. [8], this study
employed Taguchi method to optimize the shape and
configuration of the device upstream of a 7-7-7 shaped cooling
hole under the influence of noise (or uncontrolled) factor. In
Taguchi method, the target design is selected through the
combination of control parameters, each of which shows the
best performance under given conditions. The procedure of
optimization using Taguchi method can be outlined as follows
[10],
i. Selection of control factors that determine the shape and
configuration of DFCDs as shown in Figure 1.
ii. Decision of the level of each factor (see Table 1)
iii. Choice of an orthogonal array (see Table 2).
iv. Assignment of the level of each factor in the orthogonal
array (DFCDs to be tested were created in this step, as
shown in Figure 3).
v. Calculation of the performance of each of the DFCDs
created in step iv using RANS simulation (The
performance evaluated in this study was area averaged
film effectiveness).
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vi.
vii.

Choice of an effective level in each control factor to
determine the most suitable shape of DFCDs.
Execution of several experiments using the optimized
DFCDs in order to verify the optimizing process.

It should be mentioned here that each control factor has
three levels that were determined through the detailed
preliminary examination to clarify how and to what extent each
factor affects film effectiveness distribution and its laterally
averaged value.

Figure 2

Schematic of a public shaped hole [9]
Table 2

Figure 1
Table 1

L18 Orthogonal Array

DFCD geometry and its control factors
Level of each of the control factors
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laterally by dz = 0.5d . Note that the chosen offset condition
was not necessarily typical one in a real manufacturing
process．It was rather intended to see how asymmetry of the
device position affected the optimization process.

Figure 4

Device offset from the hole centerline

Data Analysis Method
The purpose of the optimization in this study was to
maximize area-averaged film effectiveness over the
downstream region of the cooling hole, on a basis of “bigger is
better” formulation. To achieve this goal, a series of signal-tonoise ratios were calculated, where the signal means the film
effectiveness η and the noise was the offset of the device,
where
T −Tad
η= ∞
.
(1)
T∞ −T2
The area-averaged film effectiveness ηi for a test case i
with or without offset was obtained by integrating Eq. (1) over
the region of 0≦x/d≦20 and -3.0≦z/d≦3.0. For each test
case, the signal-to noise ratio, S N can be calculated by Eq.
i
(2) using ηi for the standard (non-offset) and offset
conditions, where n , the number of noise factor, was
accordingly 2.
⎫
⎧
1 ⎪⎪ 1
1 ⎪⎪
S N = 10 log ⎨ 2
+ 2 ⎬
(2)
i
n ⎪⎪ ηi,standard ηi,offset ⎪⎪
⎪⎭
⎪⎩
Figure 3

DFCDs to be tested in optimization process
NUMERICAL METHOD
Numerical simulation was conducted using ANSYS CFX
13.0 (ANSYS Inc.). Since Kawabata et al. [7] found that the
RANS-based and the experiment-based Taguchi method
processes reached almost the same optimal DFCDs, this study
relied on the RANS-based approach to optimize DFCDs for the
fan-shaped cooling hole, where SST turbulence model was
employed on the basis of the experience in the previous study
[7].

Flow Condition and Noise Factor
Main flow Reynolds number based on cooling hole
diameter was 16,400 and two blow blowing ratios BR were
adopted in this study, i.e., 0.5 and 1.0. Density ratio DR was set
to be 0.85 in consideration of the experiment to confirm the
optimization results.
Taguchi method usually selects a noise factor for robust
optimization, which was offset of the device with respect to the
cooling hole in this study, as depicted in Figure 4, in
consideration of the manufacturing tolerance. In the offset
condition, the devices were shifted forward by dx = 0.5d and
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Computational Domain and Grids
Figure 5 depicts the computational domain in this study.
The main flow domain extended upstream by 10d and
downstream by 37d from the origin of the coordinate system,
while the secondary air was vertically supplied through the
plenum chamber connected to the cooling hole. The height of
the main flow domain was 6d. As for the boundary conditions,
inlet flow velocities and temperatures were imposed on the inlet
boundaries of the main flow as well as secondary flow to attain
the specified Reynolds number and blowing ratio, respectively,
while a static pressure was imposed on the outlet boundary.
Symmetry and periodic boundary conditions were imposed on
the top and both side boundaries, respectively.
The grid system was created using ANSYS ICEM CFD
15.0. Tetra meshes were mainly used in the computation
domain, while prism meshes were located on the wall regions.
Note that the computational grid system for each device to be
tested was created using the same procedure in spite of the
difference in shape and arrangement of the devices. The total
number of elements in each computational grid system
approximately amount to 15 million cells.

The secondary air was supplied from the inverter-controlled
blower to the test model. The laminar flow meter measured the
flow rate of the secondary air before entering the electric
heater. The heated secondary air was discharged via the
pneumatic-driven three-way valve to the plenum chamber, and
then ejected from the cooling holes of the test model.
This study obtained film effectiveness distribution on the
test model by measuring a transient surface temperature
increase of the test model with an IR camera. An infraredtransparent plate, GAT (Asahi Kasei Engineering), was used
instead of ZnSe glass because of its wider viewable area, easyto-handle and low cost, whereas caution was needed about its
low infrared transmittance compared to ZnSe glass.
Film effectiveness is calculated as follows. Suppose that
the test model can be regarded as semi-infinite body, the
temperature rise of the model surface exposed to the main flow
with higher temperature can be expressed by Eqs. (3)-(5)
N

Tw (t)−Ti = ∑U(t − τ j )(T∞,j −T∞,j−1 ) ,

(3)

U(t − τ j ) = 1 − exp(φ 2 )erfc(φ) ,

(4)

φ = h t − τ j / ρcλ ,

(5)

j =1

where Tw (t) is the surface temperature, Ti is the model initial
temperature, T∞,j −T∞,j−1 is a small step-like temperature
increase of the main flow, τ j is time lag of the temperature
increase from the starting point, N is the number of small
steps. Equation (3) can be re-written using Eq. (1)
N

Tw (t)−Ti = η ∑U(t − τ j )(T2,j −T2,j−1 ) .

(6)

j =1

Specifying two different elapsed instants, ta and tb as t in Eq.
(6), the following non-linear equation to determine heat transfer
coefficient h is obtained
N

Figure 5

Tw (ta )−Ti

Computational Domain

Tw (tb )−Ti

=

∑U(t
j =1
N

a

− τ j )(T2,j −T2,j−1 )

∑U(tb − τk )(T2,k −T2,k−1 )

,

(7)

k=1

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Test Facility and Measurement Techniques
In order to verify the above-mentioned optimization of the
device, the film effectiveness measurements were made. The
test facility and measurement techniques were almost the same
as those of the previous study by Funazaki et al. [6], so that
only a brief relevant explanation will be given in the following.
Figure 6 illustrates the experimental setup and an example
of the test models. The test duct with 260mm x 620mm crosssection was located downstream of the exit of the contraction
nozzle of a large-scale semi-closed wind tunnel. The test model
was embedded on one side of the test duct and IR camera
measurement of the test model surface temperature was made
from the opposite side of the test duct. The test model consisted
of two parts, Base Block and Hole Block as shown in Figure 6.

Finally, film effectiveness is obtained from
Tw (ta )−Ti
.
η= N
U(t
−
τ
)(T
−T
)
∑ a j 2,j 2,j−1

(8)

j =1

Surface Temperature Measurement
As mentioned above, the surface temperature measurement
is crucial for obtaining film effectiveness downstream of the
cooling hole. IR camera (NEC Avio H2640) was employed in
this study. Temperature calibration of the system was made for
each measurement by use of a reference object with a
thermocouple on its surface. The target area over which the
film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient were obtained
was 0.0 ≤ x d ≤ 10.0 and -0.5 ≤ z p ≤ 0.5 for each Hole Block.
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Spatial Temperature Measurement
A custom-made temperature rake (multi-thermocouple
temperature probe) was traversed to capture spatial temperature
distribution downstream of the cooling hole. The temperature
rake was composed of 13 K-type thermocouples fixed on 5-mm
spaced pins. The measurement volume extended from
x d = −1.0 (above the cooling hole) to x d = 3.0 , from
y d = 0.0 to y d = 2.5 and from z d = −3.0 to
z d = 3.0 . The traverse step in x direction was 0.5d and
the step in y direction was 0.1d except on the plane closest
to the wall, where the step was 0.05d . The measured
temperature Tf was non-dimensionalized as follows,
T −T∞
θ= f
.
(9)
T2 −T∞

DFCDs. Figure 7 shows the calculated film effectiveness
distributions of 7-7-7 shape hole (777SH) with three different
types of DFCDs derived from the original DFCDs (Base), in
comparison with the film effectiveness of 777SH. Case A
DFCDs with 0.3d height was almost the same as Base DFCDs
with 0.5d height. The device angle of Case B with 0.4d height
and Case C with 0.5d height was 15 deg., while the angle of
Base DFCDs was 30 deg. Area-averaged values of film
effectiveness for 5 cases including Base DFCDs are compared
in Figure 8, where the averaging area was from the end of
cooling hole to x d =35 over one hole pitch. It is clear from
Figure 7 that DFCDs with narrower angle, i.e. Case B and Case
C, enhanced lateral spreading of the cooling air, resulting in
significant improvement of film effectiveness, especially for
BR=1.0. Figure 8 also exhibits good performance of Case B
and Case C DFCDs, while Base DFCDs lowered the film
effectiveness for BR=0.5. From these investigations, it turned
out that the selection of device angle was very important to
improve film effectiveness at least for 7-7-7 shaped hole.
Similar investigations eventually found out the level of control
factors in Table 1.

Figure 7 Film effectiveness distributions obtained by use of
several test DFCDs in comparison with no-device case

Figure 6

Schematic of the experimental setup (top) and an
example of the test models (bottom)

DEVICE OPTIMIZATION
Preliminary Investigations
Before implementing the optimization using Taguchi
Method, preliminary investigations were made to understand
how and to what extent each of the factors affects the film
effectiveness. The resultant levels of control factors are shown
in Table 1. In this investigation, the original DFCDs proposed
by Funazaki et al. [6] was utilized to derive various types of

Figure 8

6

Comparison of film effectiveness among several test
cases with and without DFCDs
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Figure 9

Calculated film effectiveness distributions for all test
cases (standard condition, BR=1.0)

Figure 10

7

Calculated film effectiveness distributions for all test
cases (offset condition, BR=1.0)
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Optimal DFCDs
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate calculated film effectiveness
distributions for all 18 test cases at the standard and offset
conditions, respectively, where BR=1.0. Generally speaking,
the offset of the device tended to change film coverage patterns
considerably, especially weakening the lateral spread of the
cooling air at the offset side. From these data, using Eq. (2), SN
ratios of control factors were obtained as seen in Figure 11.
These SN ratios revealed that C (Height), D (Width1), E
(Width2) and G (Distance2) were influential factors within the
explored parameter space, resulting in higher, narrower and
closer devices to be chosen.
From the policy of Taguchi method, the set of control
factors that were expected to create optimal DFCDs was
A1B1C3D1E1F2, from which the optimal DFCDs was
determined as shown in Figure 12. Improvement in film
effectiveness by use of the optimal DFCDs was numerically
confirmed for BR=1.0, as depicted in Figure 13. It is obvious
that the optimal DFCDs at the standard condition exhibited
drastic increase in the laterally-averaged film effectiveness over
the entire region of concern. On the other hand the offset of the
device deteriorated the favorable effects of the DFCDs to some
extent, although there still remained noticeable enhancement of
the film effectiveness.

Figure 11

Figure 13 Film effectiveness achieved by the optimal DFCDs
in comparison with that of offset conditions (BR=1.0)

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Figure 14 shows film effectiveness distributions measured
for 7-7-7 shaped holes with no device and with several DFCDs
tested in the optimization including the optimal DFCDs. It
appears that the measured film effectiveness distributions
qualitatively agreed with the corresponding calculations shown
in Figure 9, whereas some discrepancies were identified
between the measurements and RANS simulations mainly due
to the heat conduction effect inside the cooling hole.
The values of area-averaged film effectiveness for the
cases adopted in Figure 14 at the standard as well as offset
conditions are illustrated in Figure 15. Note that each averaged
value was normalized by the averaged value for 777SH with no
device. It follows from this figure that the optimal DFCDs
yielded the drastic increase in film effectiveness by more than
50% for both device positions in comparison with that of
777SH.
Figure 16 shows the laterally-averaged film effectiveness
distributions obtained by use of Base and optimal DFCDs in
comparison with that of no device case for BR=1.0. Except for
the vicinity of the cooling hole, the optimal DFCDs produced
much higher film effectiveness over the measured area than
Base DFCDs. Lastly, two typical results of the spatial
temperature measurements using the temperature rake are
exhibited in Figure 17, with no device case on the left and with
the optimal DFCDs on the right in this figure. It is quite evident
that the optimal DFCDs developed in this study effectively
spread the cooling air from 777SH, which was a reason of the
improvement caused by the device.

SN ratios of control factors

Figure 12

The optimal DFCDs
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Figure 15 Comparison of area-averaged film effectiveness for
several device cases including optimal DFCDs (BR=1.0)

Figure 16 Comparison of area-averaged film effectiveness for
several device cases including optimal DFCDs (BR=1.0)

Figure 17 Iso-surfaces of temperature distributions with no
device (left) and with optimal DFCDs (BR=1.0)
Figure 14 Film effectiveness distributions measured for
several device cases including optimal DFCDs (BR=1.0)
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CONCLUSIONS
CFD-based optimization of Double Flow Control Devices
(DFCDs) was made in this study, following a similar
procedure with that of Kawabata et al. [7], to enhance film
effectiveness using Taguchi method as a robust optimizing
technique. This study adopted offset of the devices with respect
to the centerline of the hole as a noise factor in the optimizing
process. The target cooling hole was a sophisticated fan-shaped
cooling hole called 7-7-7 shaped hole (777SH) with a high
cooling performance. Aerodynamic and thermal performances
of the optimized DFCDs were evaluated through the detailed
experiments using IR camera to obtain film effectiveness
downstream of 777SH as well as using temperature rake to
capture a spatial distribution of the cooling air over the test
surface.
It was found that the optimal DFCDs attained by the
optimization produced the drastic increase in film effectiveness
by more than 50% for the standard as well as offset device
positions in comparison with that of 777SH with no device.
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